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Abstract Due to non-deterministic behavior and thread interleaving of concurrent programs, the debugging
of concurrency and performance issues is a rather difficult and often tedious task. In this paper, we present
an approach that combines statistical profiling, clustering and visualization to facilitate this task. We
implemented our approach in a tool which is integrated as a plugin into a widely used IDE. First, we
introduce our approach with details on the profiling and clustering strategy that produce runtime metrics and
clusters of threads for source-code artifacts at different levels of abstraction (class and method) and the
entire program. Next, we explain the design of our visualization which represents the clusters in situ, i.e.,
embedded in the program text next to the related source-code artifact in the source-code editor. More
detailed information is available in separate windows that also allow the user to configure thread filters
interactively. In a demonstration study, we illustrate the usefulness of the tool for understanding and fixing
performance and concurrency issues. Finally, we report on first formative results from a usability test and
consequently implemented tool improvements.
Keywords Debugging � Concurrency � Performance � Java � Thread � Visualization

1 Introduction

Today, almost every computing device is equipped with multiple CPU cores. Developers can leverage this
processor feature by using concurrent programming to improve software performance. Studies show that
concurrent programming is becoming more popular across general purpose languages, such as Java (Wael
et al. 2014; Pinto et al. 2015). Developing correct concurrent programs is difficult (Sutter and Larus 2005).
Therefore, programming libraries have been developed to facilitate this task. Unfortunately, as by the
example of concurrent collections, such libraries are often misused which leads to defect prone soft-
ware (Lin and Dig 2015). The non-deterministic behavior and thread interleaving of concurrent programs
renders debugging of concurrency and performance issues even more difficult and time-consuming com-
pared with single threaded programs. Reading and understanding the source code is an integral element of
every debugging task. The way source code is visually presented in traditional source-code editors does not
convey much information on whether the code is executed concurrently or in parallel in the first place.
Comprehending the dynamic behavior of source code and which phenomena occur when multiple threads
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execute the code requires a high level of abstraction and thus, causes a high mental load. Developers still
lack thread-aware programming tools that facilitate the understanding of concurrent programs (Cornelissen
et al. 2009). Ideally, these should be part of their daily work environment typically including an Integrated
Development Environment (IDE).

In this work, we present our approach for visual support for debugging of performance and con-
currency issues. We implemented our approach in the CodeSparks-JPT debugging tool that augments the
source code with interactive glyph-based visualizations representing thread information in the source-code
editor of a widely used Java IDE, namely the IntelliJ IDEA. We use statistical profiling based on stack
sampling to compute dynamic performance metrics for the entire program as well as for individual source-
code artifacts, such as Java classes and methods. These metrics measure the relative runtime consumption of
an artifact with respect to the overall profiled run of the Java program. Based on these metrics, we developed
a glyph-based visualization (Borgo et al. 2013) showing how runtime consumption is distributed over
clusters and types of threads executing the source-code artifacts. This visualization, hereinafter called a
ThreadRadar, is embedded in the source code in a sparkline (Tufte 2006) manner (Fig. 1), i.e., as a word-
sized graphic with typographic resolution. In combination with former in situ visualizations (Beck et al.
2013) and other tool features it enhances program understanding of concurrent programs. More detailed
thread information can be retrieved on demand in a detail window. An overview of all recorded source-code
artifacts of a program run is presented in an overview window. Both windows allow to further explore and
filter the profiling data on the basis of threads and source-code artifacts.

This article is an extended version of our previous conference paper (Moseler et al. 2021). Next to small
changes throughout the article, we added the following major extensions:

• Formal model of the stack sampling and the performance metrics in Sect. 2.
• Description of the intended workflow with our approach in Sect. 2.
• Extended description of Bug 2 in Sect. 5.2. In addition, the fix is validated using the ThreadRadar on

examples of different producer-consumer thread ratios.
• Bug 3 that shows applicability on another class of concurrency bugs (race condition) in Sect. 5.3.
• More detail on the design and methodology of the formative usability test and its results in Sect. 6.
• Description of improvements in response to the usability test, in particular the Histogram View in

Sect. 6.1.
• Extended discussion of limitations, in particular the paragraphs Scalability and Formative Usability Test

in Sect. 7.
• Extended discussion of related work in Sect. 8.

2 Approach

The first task during debugging is to reproduce the failing program run. This can be done by creating a
dedicated test case running the program under inspection with a fixed input. In many situations such a test
case only executes a fraction of the code base. Furthermore, it can be assumed that the person debugging the

Fig. 1 Examples of the ThreadRadar based on a test-case run of Bug 1 (class WorkerManager, Sect. 5)
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code already has a deep understanding of the source code to be debugged and expectations of its dynamic
behavior. In concurrent programming, and in particular the debugging of concurrency bugs, source-code
artifacts are potentially executed throughout many different threads which might have non-deterministic
interleaving. This consequently makes it very difficult to assess and distinguish to what extent a source-code
artifact has been executed by which thread. Consequently, for concurrency debugging, it is hard to find the
threads which are related to the bug. Concurrent programming also employs techniques such as synchro-
nization mechanisms to coordinate threads. Therefore, the execution of program code by different threads
additionally includes the aspect of the state of the threads, for instance waiting on a lock in contrast to
actively executing instructions. As illustrated in Fig. 2, our approach addresses these issues by combining a)
statistical profiling, b) thread-aware runtime metrics, c) clustering of threads on the basis of these metrics
and d) interactive glyph-based visualizations presenting the thread information in the source-code editor:

2.1 Profiling

We periodically sample the stack traces of all threads of a running program. Formally, we model a stack
frame as a tuple f ¼ ðc;m; lÞ of source-code artifacts where l is the line of code of the method m in class c
executed by the method call which is represented by this stack frame. A sample captures the stack of each
thread at a certain point in time. Thus, a sample with time stamp s is modeled as a set r ¼
fðs; th1; fs1Þ; . . .; ðs; thq; fsqÞg where thj 2 TH are pairwise disjoint thread identifiers and fsi ¼ ðf1; . . .; fkÞ are
stack traces, i.e., sequences of stack frames.

According to the Java specification, threads can be in various states (New, Runnable, Blocked,
Waiting, Timed Waiting, and Terminated). As we want to focus on the runtime that a thread is active, and
ignore when it is blocked resp. waiting on synchronization mechanisms or sleeping, we only consider the
stack traces of those threads with state Runnable. As a consequence, waiting time on operating system
resources such as the processor and I/O is still captured by our approach according to its definition (Oracle
2020c). Thus, imbalance issues according to such resources can be investigated. Furthermore, attempts to

Fig. 2 Approach: Profiling, computation of metrics, clustering and visualization. The computational runtime of each artifact a
is the absolute frequency of a divided by the total number of threads sampled, here FRQ is 12 = 3 samples * 4 threads (see
Equations 2, 4, and 5). The clustering for the artifact is based on the artifact-relative computational runtime of the threads (see
Equation 6)
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(re)enter Java monitors are captured because for that to happen, the corresponding thread has to switch its
state to Runnable.

Putting all pieces together, a sampling S ¼ ðr1; . . .;rnÞ is a sequence of samples with disjoint time
stamps.

2.2 Runtime metrics

Based on a sampling, we first compute how frequent a source-code artifact a occurs in all sampled stack
traces of a thread th as well as in all sampled stack traces of all threads:

frqða; thÞ ¼jfðs; th; fsÞ 2 r j r 2 S ^ a 2 f 2 fsgj ð1Þ

frqðaÞ ¼
X

th2TH
frqða; thÞ ð2Þ

On the level of the entire program, we compute how often a certain thread was active when a sample
was taken as well as the total number of sampled stack traces:

frqðthÞ ¼jfðs; th; fsÞ 2 r j r 2 Sgj ð3Þ

FRQ ¼
X

r2S
jrj ð4Þ

We use the term computational runtime to indicate that we only consider threads of state Runnable as
discussed above. To make the frequencies of different artifacts more comparable, we put them in relation to
FRQ and define the computational runtime of a source-code artifact a as:

crtðaÞ ¼ frqðaÞ
FRQ

ð5Þ

It indicates the relative frequency of the source-code artifact in the stack traces of all threads. We further
disassemble the computational runtime of a into a-relative runtimes of each thread th, i.e., the ratio of the
runtime that th spends executing code in a and the total artifact runtime of a:

crtða; thÞ ¼ frqða; thÞ
frqðaÞ ð6Þ

Consequently, for the entire program, the computational runtime of a thread th is

crtðthÞ ¼ frqðthÞ
FRQ

ð7Þ

Based on the sampling S we also compute method, self, caller, and callee times for the in situ visu-
alizations that do not discriminate between threads (Beck et al. 2013).

2.3 Clustering

For each source-code artifact a, we cluster its executing threads on the basis of the a-relative computational
runtime of the threads. Initially, we used k-means clustering, but found in experiments that often threads
were grouped into different clusters due to the inaccuracy of statistical profiling rather than other effects like
scheduling, synchronization or garbage collection.

To make the clustering less sensible to the small inaccuracies and more stable over multiple runs of
the same test case, we utilize the constrained k-means clustering algorithm (Wagstaff et al. 2001). We use
� ¼ maxð0:01; 1=ð2nÞÞ, where n is the number of threads executing the artifact, as a must-link constraint on
the metric value and, the absolute difference of two metric values as the similarity measure. Due to this
clustering strategy, usually all threads in a cluster have similar metric values. In other words, the metric
value of each thread is close to the average metric of the cluster. To enforce the computation of clusters with
threads with low, intermediate and high metric value, we use k ¼ 3 to compute a maximum of three clusters
and initialize the clustering algorithm with three specially selected centroids, namely the threads having the
minimal, median and maximal metric value, respectively. Our clustering strategy is supposed to support the
extraction of outlier threads to automatically reveal those threads having different runtime behavior than
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others. In the context of concurrency debugging, this might be beneficial to discover the threads directly
related to the actual root cause of the bug.

2.4 Visualization

The thread clustering also serves the purpose to reduce the amount of data to design a scalable visualization
of the thread information which we will introduce in Sect. 3. Furthermore, the restriction to a maximum of
three thread clusters not only allows to classify the threads in three runtime categories but also fits in
smoothly with design decisions for the thread visualization. It reduces the required visual (in terms of
shapes, colors and pixel) as well as the cognitive (in terms of human memory and thought) effort. From our
experience so far, we found that the three clusters are often sufficient to draw conclusions about concurrency
or performance issues, e.g., one of the clusters mostly contains threads with unexpected behavior or threads
with the same expected behavior are spread across multiple clusters. The latter can be the case when threads
are of the same type and thus expected to execute the same code. This turns out to be a helpful heuristic for
debugging (Sect. 5). Limitations arising from the restriction to three clusters as well as the mentioned
assumptions are discussed in Sect. 7.

The neat integration of our approach into the IDE enables a natural debugging workflow: Run the
program under inspection with given inputs and profiling enabled, explore the profiling data with the help of
the ThreadRadars and other features, make hypotheses on either performance-decreasing or defect-inducing
circumstances, modify the source code, rerun the program, evaluate the hypotheses and start over. Due to the
stack-sampling approach of the data collection, multiple runs are recommended since the profiling results
might vary.

3 In Situ ThreadRadars

The conceptual design of our thread visualization was developed on the basis of Java programs and
performance data. In the following, we introduce the visual requirements derived from this, lead through the
development of the ThreadRadar glyph and discuss how it applies to different levels of abstraction.

3.1 Visual requirements

Prior to the conceptual design of our thread visualization, we identified two essential visual requirements.
First, the ThreadRadar should be placed close to the source-code artifact it is related to, such that the source
code remains readable and the ThreadRadar itself does not overlay any portion of the code. Second, the
ThreadRadar should be compact and have a fixed size independent of the amount of profiling data.

3.1.1 Placement

The artifacts we address are Java classes and methods. The most intuitive placement for a ThreadRadar for
Java classes or methods is the header of their declaration. According to common Java code formatting
guidelines, there is at least one empty line between class or method declarations, and thus, a height of two
lines is available for ThreadRadar, namely the line of the header of the declaration itself plus the empty line
before the header.

3.1.2 Compactness and scalability

We choose a radial design, namely a variant of a pie chart, for Java classes and methods which needs
constant space no matter how much the underlying data grows.

3.2 The ThreadRadar glyph step by step

We illustrate the development of ThreadRadar glyph, for Java classes and methods by step-wise refinement.
We started with a simple pie chart approach. By applying the clustering strategy outlined in Sect. 2, we map
the profiled data to the three sectors.
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This has also the advantage that it is feasible to select three clearly distinguishable colors to draw each
cluster, especially considering the small size of the glyph. The angle of each sector indicates the percentage
of threads in the corresponding cluster with respect to the total number of threads that executed the source-
code artifact.

To emphasize threads which have high computational runtime compared to all others, we use the radius
of each sector to represent the average metric value of the cluster. Due to the restricted available drawing
area, we do not use a continuous scale, but instead a three-valued scale to depict the average metric value.

Note, we map low (\33%), medium (� 33% and\66%) and high (� 66%) metric values to the first, second
and third level of the three-valued scale, respectively.

To facilitate reading of the sector radii, we add circular lines indicating the levels of the three-value scale
(Fig. 3a). If there are only a few threads with high metric value in a cluster, it would result in a thin (small
angled) sector with large radius, which visually sticks out and would more likely attract the developer’s
attention.

In addition to the average metric values, the glyph also shows the sum of all metric values in a
cluster. To this end, the same sectors are used, but with different fill color and different radii (Fig. 3c). More
precisely, each sector is drawn with the same, but weaker color (same hue, but lower saturation) as in the
previous case and the sum of the metric values in the cluster is mapped to the radius of these weaker colored
sectors. Since the average metric value will always be lower or equal to the sum of the metric values, the
weaker colored sector will be at least as large as the stronger colored saturated one. The following examples
show two cases where the clusters have the same sizes, but different distribution of metric values:

Two thread clusters. One (green) has many threads with low metric value each, while the other (red) has
few threads with medium metric value each.

Two thread clusters. One (light green) has many threads with low metric value each but these values sum
up to a value higher than 66%, while the other (red) has few threads having low metric value each.

Fig. 3 Combining the circular lines indicating the three-valued scale (a) with the pie chart with radii indicating average
computational runtimes (b) and the pie chart with weaker colored sectors and radii indicating the sum of the computational
runtimes (c) finally yields the ThreadRadar (d)
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Drawing the three components discussed above on top of each other into a single diagram yields the
ThreadRadar (Fig. 3d). To provide some information about the absolute numbers of threads and types of
threads contained in all clusters, two pedestals are placed on the right, one at the bottom and one upside
down at the top (Fig. 3d). The lower pedestal shows the absolute number of threads in the data set with
respect to the source-code artifact, here, threads executing a given Java method or any method of a given
Java class. In contrast, the upper pedestal displays the absolute number of types of threads that executed the
source-code artifact. In Java, these types are java.lang.Thread and its subclasses.

These two numbers help the developer to estimate the size of each cluster and also provide an additional
hint on how the clusters might be distributed across different thread types. Thus, it becomes easier to create
hypotheses on how the code is actually being executed amongst the threads. In order to inspect and get more
detail on the data represented by the ThreadRadar glyph, the tool provides a detail view in an on-demand
popup window which we describe in Sect. 4.2.

3.3 Considering different levels of abstraction

The ThreadRadar of a class in Java aggregates the profiling data of all methods in this class. Therefore, it
shows the runtime distribution of thread clusters across every method in that class. The ThreadRadars of all
methods of a class are directly accessible and immediately visible, since they are also present in the source
code of the class. If the class has too many or too long methods to fit on the screen at once, IDE features such
as code folding can be used to work around this problem (like done in Fig. 1). To get more information
about particular methods, the developer can investigate the ThreadRadars of those methods by comparing
them visually. Since all ThreadRadars refer to the same program run, potential caller/callee relations of the
methods may be detectable. Moreover, direct relationships of a ThreadRadar for a single method to the
ThreadRadar of its class become apparent when, e.g., a large portion of the runtime consumption of a class
is attributable to a single one of its methods.

Since a ThreadRadar presents its information on a thread-cluster basis, we provide a thread-filtering
mechanism introduced in the next section. It allows to recreate the ThreadRadars for arbitrary subsets of
threads.

As mentioned in Sect. 2, we also cluster threads on the level of the entire program based on their
computational runtime and apply the ThreadRadar on that level. Unlike the other source-code artifacts, there
is no natural location in the source code representing the entire program. Therefore, we put the Program
ThreadRadar in the Overview Window, which is also presented in the next section.

4 Implementation

We implemented our approach in a tool named CodeSparks-JPT (short for Java, Performance and Threads)
as a plugin for an integrated development environment, namely IntelliJ IDEA (JetBrains s.r.o. 2021).

4.1 At a glance

The plugin allows the user to start the currently selected run configuration with profiling enabled. Such a run
consists of four phases: The collection of profiling data, the post-mortem processing of the data, i.e., the
calculation of the computational runtimes, the matching of the profiling results to source-code elements in
the IDE and the creation as well as the display of corresponding visualizations.

The data collection phase in CodeSparks-JPT is realized through a JVMTI agent (Oracle 2020b)
which implements statistical profiling based on stack sampling. After the JVM initialization, the agent
periodically records the stack traces of all Java threads of any state (Runnable, Waiting etc.) together with
additional meta data, such as the currently executed Java byte-code instruction, the class of the threads and
the corresponding Java file. This profiling approach provides very low runtime overhead at the expense of
accuracy. The sampling rate is preset to 3ms, but can be adjusted. Altogether, it provides heuristic infor-
mation about the runtime behavior of the program under inspection. In the post-mortem processing phase,
the thread-aware runtime metrics and other profiling results are calculated. The profiling results are matched
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to the source-code artifacts using the Program Structure Interface (PSI) (JetBrains s.r.o. 2020). It provides a
decorated abstract syntax tree (PSI tree) for code files consisting of PSI elements, which can be matched
both to source-code artifacts of the programming-language as well as to their dynamic instances. In par-
ticular, a PSI element stores its placement within the visible area of the source-code editor. The plugin uses
information from the PSI to place the visualizations relative to the source-code artifacts.

We implemented method-level visualizations for profiling-data similar to those proposed by Beck
et al. (2013) for the Eclipse IDE. In their visualization, the colored rectangles depict the total relative
computational runtime of a given source-code artifact. We extended their visualization to class level and
developed a novel visualization for thread-related data on different levels of abstraction (Sect. 3).

4.2 Other features

In addition to the ThreadRadars embedded in the source code, the plugin displays more information in two
popup windows which contain several other features mutually enhancing each other.

4.2.1 Overview window

The overview window (Fig. 4) provides two lists of source-code artifacts (methods and classes) sorted in
descending order according to their computational runtimes. Through the entries in the list, it is possible to
navigate to the respective source-code artifact in the editor. In addition, the overview window supports the
filtering of the lists on the basis of the artifact identifiers. To this end, two text fields are provided to define
inclusion and exclusion rules. Furthermore, predefined filters can be applied by selecting the corresponding
checkbox. One excludes all standard library artifacts from the lists and the other excludes all artifacts but
those in the currently opened file in the source-code editor. The Program ThreadRadar placed in the
overview window corresponds to the thread clustering for the entire program. It shows the clustering for all
recorded threads based on their computational runtime over all source-code artifacts. It can serve as a
starting point for debugging sessions and provides an overview of all threads which are currently selected or
deselected by the filter.

4.2.2 Detail window

The ThreadRadar glyphs only give a rough impression of the data. A click on a ThreadRadar opens a popup
window presenting detailed information (Fig. 5). The detail view consists of four areas, the info panel area
(orange), the preview area (blue), the thread selection area (green) and the global controls (purple). All
threads that executed the source-code artifact are listed in an indented-tree view in the thread-selection area.
There are two tabs which differ in the sorting of the threads—either by cluster or by type. Each entry is
composed of the name of the thread and its artifact-relative computational runtime and is colored in the
same color as the sector representing the cluster which contains the thread. The entries are grouped by
categories (either the name of the cluster or the thread type). With the checkboxes, the developer can select
single threads or a complete category at once. In case a thread is deselected, the corresponding text turns
grey. With every change in the selection of the threads, the ThreadRadar in the preview area updates
accordingly. Within the preview area, we repeat the ThreadRadar in an enlarged version to facilitate the
inspection of the thread clusters. When hovering over a sector with the mouse, the border of the sector is
colored in orange. The info panel shows detailed information on both, the entirety of the current thread
selection and the currently hovered cluster in the preview area in two independent sub-panels. This
information includes the sum of the computational runtimes, the number of different thread types and the
total number of threads in the selection.

Above all, the detail window allows to configure thread filters which are defined through the thread
selection. The application of these filters results in the exclusion of all deselected threads globally from the
ThreadRadars. A filter defines the threads considered in the clustering algorithm in order to exclude less
interesting threads, which enables an incremental inspection of the data on the basis of selected threads.

Together with existing IDE features, the plugin, especially the ThreadRadars, form a powerful
source of information for programming tasks which include program comprehension. In particular, this
applies to debugging of concurrent Java programs as we demonstrate in the next section.
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5 Demonstration study

To demonstrate our approach and, in particular, to illustrate the usefulness of the ThreadRadar, in this
section, we present three examples. For the first example, we present more detail and introduce the program
code itself as well as the test case, and explain how we conduct inspections with the help of the Threa-
dRadars. Finally, we explain how the ThreadRadars point to the actual issue and propose a fix. In the
supplementary material (Moseler et al. 2022), we provide the plugin, the source code of the three examples
as well as a video briefly showcasing the features of our tool.

All demonstrations were conducted on a Windows 10 PC (16GB RAM, Intel Core i7 8650U CPU
with 4 cores/8 threads) connected to a full HD 27’’ screen using IntelliJ IDEA version 2020.3.1 and
AdoptOpenJDK version 11.0.9?11 with HotSpot JVM.

5.1 Data race (Bug 1)

A prominent class of non-deadlock concurrency bugs are data races due to insufficient synchronization. In
the first example, we present such a bug. The test case, i.e., class WorkerManagerMain (Listing 1)
creates ten worker threads and terminates the run after five seconds. Otherwise, the program would run
infinitely which is the observable manifestation of the concurrency bug. The intended behavior of the
program is that worker threads register on a worker manager when they start. Until the worker threads get
the signal to stop, they keep running in a loop. After each iteration, the workers inform the worker manager
that they are ready to be interrupted (class Worker in Listing 1). The worker manager is implemented as a
singleton. When a worker thread calls the method interrupt(this) on the worker manager instance, it
is removed from the set of registered workers and the signal to interrupt is sent (class WorkerManager in
Listing 1).

When we run the test case, the Program ThreadRadar (Fig. 6a) shows two thread clusters of in total
ten threads (lower pedestal) of one thread type (upper pedestal). Note, at this point the threads of type
java.lang.Thread were already excluded using the thread filtering mechanism of the detail window
(Sect. 4.2).

We observe that a few worker threads have substantially lower computational runtime. A look at the
detail window of the Program ThreadRadar and especially at the type list confirms this, as two worker
threads turn out to be outliers (Fig. 6b). Consequently, we inspect the class Worker and in particular its
run()-method. Not surprisingly, the ThreadRadar of the run()-method and the Program ThreadRadar are
identical.

The callee list of the run()-method reveals that the callee consuming most computational runtime
is the method getInstance(). Therefore, we further inspect the ThreadRadar of that method which
again is similar to the ThreadRadar of method run() and the Program ThreadRadar (Fig. 6a and 1). The

Fig. 4 Overview window showing the list of classes
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only callee of the method getInstance() that could affect runtime is the constructor of the class
WorkerManager.

The lower pedestal of the ThreadRadar of the constructor method shows that it is executed by ten
threads, namely all worker threads (Fig. 7 and 1).

This is suspicious because in the singleton pattern, only one thread should execute the constructor.
Now we have found the defect in the code: The method getInstance() is not properly synchronized. As
a consequence, multiple instances of the WorkerManager class exist and it is non-deterministic with
which instance a worker thread registers. In general, how many threads are registered in how many instances
is also non-deterministic.

In a thread-safe implementation of the singleton pattern only one thread is ever allowed to call the
constructor of the singleton class. A common fix to this bug is to use double-checked locking within the
method getInstance(). A run of the test case with this fix results in a Program ThreadRadar showing
that a single thread consumes considerably more computational runtime than all others, namely the thread
that calls the constructor of class WorkerManager (Fig. 6c). Furthermore, in the fixed version the lower
pedestal of the ThreadRadar of the constructor of class WorkerManager always shows one thread
executing this method (in contrast to Fig. 7 and 1).

5.2 Synchronization granularity issue (Bug 2)

In the second example, we investigate a Java implementation of the producer/consumer pattern. In this
pattern, two types of threads, producer and consumer threads, are involved. The producer threads produce
entities and put them in a storage, while the consumer threads take entities from the storage and consume
them. Since all threads access a shared storage, it requires synchronization. To achieve maximal throughput
in terms of entities produced and consumed per second, the synchronization has to be implemented as fine

Fig. 5 Detail view with applied thread filter
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grained as possible. Since the complexity of the computations actually performed by producer and consumer
threads are very similar, we further expect that both, the aggregated computational runtime of producer and
consumer threads will each make up approximately 50% of the total computational runtime independent of
the actual number of threads used. In the example, a built-in Java monitor together with corresponding calls
to the methods wait() and notifyAll() is used to synchronize the access to the storage. Furthermore,
one producer and ten consumer threads are created. Since the test-case would run infinitely, it is constructed
such that a run will be terminated after 10 seconds by a dedicated daemon thread. Also, code to calculate and
print the throughput of the producer and consumer threads is added. Note, since the tool uses statistical
profiling, in particular stack sampling, we added some code to cause some virtual workload.

In Fig. 8a, the Program ThreadRadar shows that the source-code artifacts are executed by two
clusters of threads. The red cluster contains many threads with high total and low average computational
runtime, while the blue cluster contains few threads with both, low total and low average computational
runtime. The detail window (Fig. 8b) reveals that the two clusters match the thread types, i.e., the red cluster
solely consists of consumer and the blue cluster of producer threads, respectively. We also see that the single
producer thread consumes 18.05% computational runtime, while the consumer threads have an aggregated
computational of 80.63% which is not what we expected.

Furthermore, the throughput results in 147 units/s for the producer thread and 146.9 units/s for the
consumer threads for this test-case run. The fact that the numbers are almost identical indicates a correct
synchronization of the threads. The virtual load is set so that the production of one unit takes at least one
millisecond. Thus, by ignoring all other computational effort in the test-case, in particular the thread
synchronization, a maximal throughput of 1000 units/s is possible. Hence, we conclude that the current
implementation of the producer/consumer pattern is not optimal and thus, according to Nistor et al. (2013)
and Jin et al. (2012), contains a performance bug.

The producer/consumer pattern is symmetric, i.e., while the consumer threads wait on the storage
being non-empty, the producer threads wait on the storage being not full. Furthermore the consumers take
entities from the storage whereas the producers add entities to the storage. So when a producer adds an entity
to the storage, the storage becomes not empty which means that a consumer is then able to take an entity
from the storage and vice versa. Hence, the producer threads should only notify consumer threads and vice
versa. In the implementation of the producer/consumer pattern used for this test-case (Moseler et al. 2022),
threads of any type notify all threads waiting on the shared monitor independent of their type (no-
tifyAll()). This results in both unnecessary competition to gain the monitor lock as well as unnecessary
checks of the condition.

Altogether, the performance bug consists in unnecessary notifications of threads on the monitor
although their condition to wait on the monitor still holds. This results in unnecessary condition checks and
postpones the activity of the thread which can interact with the storage. The defect is the use of a Java
monitor which only provides one single implicit monitor condition. To fix this, we replace the built-in Java
monitor (synchronized) with a monitor with explicit condition variables (ArrayBlock-
ingQueue (Oracle 2020a)).

Applying and running this fix results in the expected distribution of computational runtime across the
consumer and producer threads which is fully reflected by the Program ThreadRadar (Fig. 8c).

(a) A run of the test case

with the bug.

(b) The corresponding

list of thread types to (a).

(c) A run of the test case

with the fix.

Fig. 6 Program ThreadRadars of test-case runs of Bug 1 and corresponding thread type list in the detail view
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In particular, changing the number of consumer threads does not influence the expected distribution
of the computational runtime across the two thread types. If there is exactly one producer and one consumer
thread (ratio 1:1), the Program ThreadRadar displays one cluster with an average computational runtime of
approx. 50%, because the clustering algorithm naturally places the two threads in the same cluster (Fig. 9a).
For other producer-consumer ratios, the Program ThreadRadar always displays two thread clusters, each
with approx. 50% aggregated computational runtime, but with different sector angles reflecting the ratio of
consumer to producer threads (Fig. 9b and 9c). In particular, there is one cluster containing the single
producer thread and one cluster containing all the consumer threads. For the former cluster, the radius of the
cluster sector always indicates 50% total as well as average computational runtime independent of the
number of threads in the latter cluster.

This indicates that we reached the optimal implementation with respect to throughput, which is
further confirmed by the computed values (992.1 units/s for the consumer and 992.3 units/s for the producer
threads) which are close to the maximal throughput.

5.3 Race condition (Bug 3)

In this example, we look at a non-deadlock concurrency bug which consists of a race condition between
multiple threads where the concrete execution order of the statements executed by different threads is
crucial.

The bug consists in reader and writer threads accessing a shared variable where the termination of
the reader threads depends on a concrete value of that shared variable (tested by ==), while the writer
threads increment the value.

Although the shared variable is properly protected by a Java monitor to guarantee mutual access, this
is not sufficient to control the order in which the threads access the shared variable and thus to prevent that
some reader threads miss the concrete value to terminate. In Fig. 10a, we present the Program ThreadRadar
of a run of the corresponding test case. It shows that twelve threads of two types, namely ten reader plus two
writer threads, have been partitioned into two clusters. The angle of the green cluster sector takes up a third

(a) A run of the test case

with the bug.

(b) The corresponding

list of thread types to (a).

(c) A run of the test case

with the fix.

Fig. 8 Program ThreadRadars of test-case runs of Bug 2 and corresponding list of thread types in the detail view

Fig. 7 ThreadRadar of the constructor of class WorkerManager of a test-case run of Bug 1
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of the complete circle and thus contains four threads. It follows, that at least one cluster contains threads of
different thread types. Looking at the list of threads of the green cluster, we find that it contains two writer
and two reader threads (Fig. 10b).

Therefore, the green cluster is the most interesting. It has both low aggregated as well as average
computational runtime. In contrast, the red cluster only consists of reader threads and has high aggregated
and low average computational runtime. In this run, two reader threads were able to terminate. All other
reader threads kept on running resulting in a comparably higher computational runtime. The Program
ThreadRadar reflects this behavior. Consequently, the ThreadRadar for the reader-thread class and, in
particular its run()-method shows that the reader threads are divided into two clusters. Namely the threads
that terminated and the threads that kept running. Therefore, investigating the cause of the different runtime
behavior of the reader threads is an important aspect of uncovering the bug. Note that the concrete number
of terminating threads may vary due to non-deterministic thread interleaving. Theoretically, it is possible for
any number of reader threads to terminate.

A valid fix to this concurrency bug is to change the condition of the reader threads to test the shared
variable using [ ¼ instead of ¼¼. Since the code uses a form of a spin-wait which is considered an anti-
pattern (Hallal et al. 2004), another solution is recommended, such as using a monitor and appropriate
conditions that can be signaled and waited for. In Fig. 10c, we present a Program ThreadRadar from a test
case run with the fix. It can be seen that twelve threads of two types are grouped together in one single
cluster, namely the ten reader and two writer threads. Note, any other thread type such as java.-
lang.Thread is already excluded with the help of the thread filtering mechanism. Furthermore, the
threads of the cluster have a small average but a high aggregated computational runtime. The expected
correct behavior is that all reader threads terminate right after the writer threads terminate. Thus, all
involved threads have similar computational runtime with no outliers. Again, the Program ThreadRadar
reflects this behavior.

5.4 Discussion

With the three examples, we demonstrated the usefulness of the ThreadRadar for investigating different
kinds of bugs. With the first example, we investigated threads of a single type which distribute over two
clusters. This example constitutes a non-deadlock concurrency bug due to a data race. With the second
example, we investigated two types of threads which distribute over two thread clusters with no intersec-
tion. This example constitutes a performance bug due to synchronization granularity issues. The third
example represents a non-deadlock concurrency bug due to a race condition, where the order of read and
write accesses to a properly protected shared variable is crucial. This example showcases our approach on
two thread types which distribute over two clusters but with intersection.

Overall, with our three examples, we present use cases of the designed visualization across both, two
major concurrency bug patterns (Lu et al. 2008) as well as synchronization performance issues (Alam et al.
2017). Although the examples of our demonstration study are not directly real-world bugs, they were crafted
on the basis of such bugs. Data race bugs similar to Bug 1 can be found in bug tracking systems of popular
Java open-source projects such as Apache Batik. For instance, the concrete bugs Batik-802, Batik-322 and
Batik-939 are concerned with non-blocking concurrency bugs due to a data race and their fixes also present a
double-checked locking solution. For Bug 2 we found the producer/consumer pattern a fitting example. Not
only because it is a well-known problem to most software developers but also that it is a part of popular bug
collections such as the Software-Artifact Infrastructure Repository (Do et al. 2005). Besides this, Bug 3 is
derived from the bug dbcp4 (DBCP-271) of the JaConTeBe (Lin et al. 2015) collection which actually

(a) Ratio 1:1 (b) Ratio 1:2 (c) Ratio 1:30

Fig. 9 Program ThreadRadars of test-case runs of Bug 2 with fix showing different producer-consumer ratios
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denotes a bug due to inconsistent synchronization. We rewrote this bug so that a correct synchronization is
performed but still reader threads were not able to terminate due to a race condition that effects the intended
execution order of statements. Altogether, the ThreadRadars make visible how the computational runtime is
distributed amongst threads of the entire program as well as on the level of classes and methods. It enables
the exploration of the underlying data through features such as thread and source-code artifact filtering.
Furthermore, the ThreadRadars facilitate code comprehension and, as a consequence, debugging by pro-
viding valuable information and the ability to test hypotheses. Through the visualization, we can distinguish
between buggy and intended program behavior which makes it possible to manually assess code changes
and, in particular, bug fixes.

6 Formative usability test

To get formative feedback on our tool implementing the ThreadRadar and to determine whether computer
scientists other than the developers would be able to use and benefit from the tool, we conducted a usability
test where we asked two PhD students from a different research group at our department to debug two
concurrency bugs from the demonstration study with and without the ThreadRadar.

In Table 1, we provide an overview of the sequence of phases and sessions of the usability test. In
particular, each participant runs through two phases of subsequent introduction and debugging sessions. At
first, we introduce profiling, stack sampling and the adopted performance visualization to the participants.
Each introduction includes a demonstration video as well as a small hands-on example. Afterward, a
debugging session on a bug of the demonstration study is conducted. For the first debugging session, the
participants are equipped with the tool without the ThreadRadar, i.e., solely the adopted performance
visualizations are featured. Next, we introduce the thread-aware performance metrics and the ThreadRadar,
again with a demonstration video and a hands-on example. Subsequently, a second debugging session with
the full tool, i.e., including the ThreadRadar, is conducted on a different bug from the demonstration study.
We swap the bugs from the two debugging sessions for the two participants. In this way, we prevent the
participant’s perception of the usefulness of the ThreadRadar from being potentially attributed to the
difficulty of the bug. Also, we test the ThreadRadar on two different bugs which offers a broader potential
on feedback as they may require different information and support for debugging. Furthermore, we divided
the sessions into two consecutive phases to enable the participants to compare the tool with and without the
ThreadRadar as well as to avoid introducing too many concepts and features at once.

In the debugging sessions, the task of the participants was to familiarize with the code and to locate
the defect in the code. Furthermore, they were asked to propose and implement a fix to the bug. During the
debugging sessions, the participants were encouraged to follow the Think Aloud approach to verbalize their
thoughts. Additionally, we integrated a logging mechanism into the tool that logs the usage of the tool
features such as mouse click events on the ThreadRadar glyphs to open the detail window. Furthermore, the
session host was present the whole time to help with technical problems, observe the participants and to take

(a) A run of the test case

with the bug.

(b) The corresponding

list of thread types to (a).

(c) A run of the test case

with the fix.

Fig. 10 Program ThreadRadars of test-case runs of Bug 3 and corresponding list of thread types in the detail window
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further notes. Afterward, we conducted and recorded a structured group interview with both participants to
recap their experiences with our tool.

Based on our notes and log files of Phases I and II, we made the following observations:

O1: Participant A actively used the ThreadRadars together with both the overview and the detail window
whereas participant B mostly read the program code.

O2: While participant A used the classes and methods tab of the overview window as well as its
navigation feature only once, the participant opened the detail window 17 times and therein
investigated the different clusters for six classes and methods that are related to the bug.

O3: Both participants did not only find the bug when using the tool with the ThreadRadar, but also fixed
it.

O4: In the detail window, the participants tried to navigate to the class of a particular thread in a cluster by
clicking at a sector or an item in the list of thread-types, although in this context, clicking was already
assigned to select threads for the thread filters.

Next, we summarize the participants’ comments from the subsequent group interview:

C1: They both agreed that the ThreadRadars were helpful, in particular to verify their proposed bug fixes.
C2: One participant stated that the coloring (weak and strong saturation) of the sectors was

comprehensible and allowed to obtain the required information at first sight.
C3: One participant would have liked to have an absolute runtime value in conjunction with the relative

runtime metrics. The participant stated, that it was impossible to assess if the program was running ‘‘a
second or a week’’. Although, this information was not necessary to solve the problem, the participant
was curious to have that information.

C4: Another suggestion of one of the participants was to show the distribution of the runtimes of the
threads within a cluster, because it could help to decide which cluster to inspect.

While the usability test provided first indications (O3, C1) that our tool, and with that our approach can
support concurrency debugging, it certainly helped us to test its design for future investigations. Most
importantly, we got formative feedback.

6.1 Tool improvements

Based on the results of the usability test, we made improvements to our tool. As a consequence of
Observation O4, we added an extra tab to the overview window that lists all threads included in the thread
filter and allows to navigate to the source code executed by the thread. More importantly, the participants
requested more insight in the distribution of the computational runtime of the threads for a given artifact
(Comment C4). This information could not only serve the purpose to better decide which cluster to inspect
but also to get a feel for different aspects of the applied clustering of the threads. Our overall approach
clusters the threads based on statistical-profiling data, which may vary from one run to another, and we may
be dealing with non-deterministic behavior. Thus, an important aspect is to evaluate whether the boundaries
of each computed thread cluster are appropriate. For instance, the distribution of the data points could
indicate a clear division into naturally emerging clusters or it could be diffuse, making the computed
clustering appear less reasonable.

To this end, we extended the detail window with a histogram showing the distribution of the artifact-
relative computational runtime of the threads. In Fig. 11, we present a histogram for the entire program of a
test-case run of Bug 3 with the bug (see Sect. 5.3).

In the histogram, each square represents a different thread. The coloring of the squares matches the color
of the corresponding thread cluster. The x-axis of the histogram is linearly scaled and limited by the

Table 1 Sequence of sessions of the formative usability test for the two participants

Phase Session Participant

1 2

I Introduction Profiling, stack sampling, adopted performance visualizations
Debugging without ThreadRadar Bug 1 Bug 3

II Introduction Thread-aware metrics, ThreadRadar, tool features
Debugging with ThreadRadar Bug 3 Bug 1

III Structured Group Interview
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maximum artifact-relative computational runtime of the threads. The horizontal placement of the squares
corresponds to the respective artifact-relative computational runtime of the represented thread. Identical
values are vertically stacked. The actual placement of the squares on the y-axis depends on the maximum
number of threads to be stacked in the overall histogram. The histogram is robust to resizing the window as
the concrete placement of the squares is dependent on the available window width and height. Also, the
histogram is updated when changes are made to the thread selection. The clusters and thread-types view is
located below the histogram so that the effect of changes in the selection of threads can be observed
immediately in the histogram.

In the example of Fig. 11, we can visually assess that the computed clusters are plausible as there is a
clear gap between the red colored data points on the left and the green colored data points on the right.
Consequently, this clustering appears meaningful. The two reader threads that are grouped together with the
two writer threads in the red cluster are the threads that were able to terminate while all other reader threads
kept running. Inspections on why some of the reader threads behave differently would therefore be the next
logical step in a debugging session.

In contrast to that, the histogram in Fig. 12 shows the distribution of the artifact-relative computational
runtime of the threads for the entire program from another test-case run of Bug 3.

We see that there is one thread, namely a reader thread (Thread-42), that was assigned to the red
cluster which seems inappropriate. Besides the fact that this thread is not one of the threads that was able to
terminate, the histogram reveals that the distance to the nearest thread of the red cluster is much bigger than
to the nearest thread of the green cluster. The k-means clustering strategy works with centroids, i.e., the
smallest distance to the average of a group is the decisive parameter for the assignment of a data point to a
group. Thus, the clustering works satisfactorily, and there is only one thread whose classification is ques-
tionable in this concrete case. Most importantly, the histogram facilitates the comprehension not only of the
clustering but also the program behavior as it particularly helps to prevent from misinterpreting results from
single test-case runs.

Altogether, the histogram view renders a valuable extension to the detail window of the ThreadRadar.
While the ThreadRadar attracts attention by visualizing aggregated clustering results, the histogram allows a
very detailed examination of the clusters. In particular, this fits well into the intended workflow with our
overall approach for debugging concurrent programs.

Fig. 11 Histogram for the entire program of the artifact-relative computational runtime of a test case run of Bug 3 with the
bug. Here, 50 reader and two writer threads are involved
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7 Limitations

7.1 Profiling

As shown in the demonstration study, our approach can lead to valuable insights for a variety of thread-
related code issues. It requires a test case that consists of the potentially relevant classes and the program
input that reproduces the suspicious behavior. Beyond that, there are several limitations to our approach
which we discuss in the following.

The use of a statistical profiling, here stack sampling, has well-known drawbacks (Nisbet et al. 2019;
Mytkowicz et al. 2010). In our investigations of concurrency bugs, the heuristic data were sufficient to catch
all thread behavior of interest. It was reasonable to utilize relative runtime consumptions to point out
exceptional behavior in terms of work balance of threads and clusters of threads to each other. As mentioned
in the group interview (Comment C3), assessing if a program runs seconds, minutes, etc., is hard with the
use of relative runtimes. To address this, it would be possible to combine statistical profiling with another
approach or to approximate the absolute runtime values based on the relative values. The latter would be
highly error-prone, as assumptions have to be made about the degree of parallelism. However, the oppor-
tunity to additionally provide absolute runtimes in conjunction to the relative runtimes appears promising in
cases where exact timing and duration of events is a necessary debug information.

Furthermore, we solely consider threads with state Runnable (See Sect. 2). Waiting time on operating
system resources such as the processor and I/O is captured by our approach. Thus imbalance issues
according to such resources can be investigated. But we ignore the time threads spend on waiting or being
blocked on Java monitors and sleeping. However, attempts to (re)enter Java monitors will still be accounted
since the corresponding thread will switch state in order to do so.

Many concurrency defects such as race conditions are based on event-ordering issues. With our
approach, we focus on the visualization of symptoms of concurrency bugs rather than the extraction of the
root cause in the first place.

7.2 Scalability

Long running programs that utilize many classes potentially exhibit a large number of threads and types of
threads. We use clustering methods to reduce the amount of data such that it can be visualized and
investigated more easily. The current limit of a maximum of three clusters might be too restrictive to
describe the work balancing behavior of such program runs and a completely different method to cluster
threads might be appropriate. See, for instance, Pauw et al. (2006) where a set of transactions, i.e.,
essentially stack traces, is partitioned into groups of isomorphic tree structures to extract patterns. In our tool

Fig. 12 Histogram for the entire program of the artifact-relative computational runtime of another test case run of Bug 3 with
the bug. Here, the assignment of Thread-42 to the red cluster seems inappropriate
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the thread filter can mitigate the problem of a vast number of threads to some extent. In particular, the magic
number of three clusters not only serves the purpose of a smooth visual integration of the data into the
source-code editor but also turned out to be an adequate number of clusters for debugging the concurrency
defects that we examined so far.

Another scalability limitation arises from the use of constrained k-means clustering to counter the
inaccuracy of statistical profiling. As a result, if the difference of the artifact-relative computational runtimes
of two threads is smaller than � (see Sect. 2.3), they are grouped into the same cluster, where � is inversely
proportional to the number of threads. As a consequence, if the clustering yields less than three clusters, a
more fine-grained clustering computed with a smaller value of � or no constraint at all might be more
revealing.

Moreover, there are minor visual scalability concerns. The angles of the sectors that represent clusters of
threads are computed relative to the total number of threads sampled for the given artifact. Thus, for
example, if one cluster contains a hundred times the number of threads of another cluster, the angle of a
sector might become too small to be visible or selectable in the detail window (see Fig. 13).

This issue can be countered with a minimum angle of the sectors. The only disadvantage in this case is
that the ratio of the sector sizes does no longer exactly reflect the ratio of the cluster sizes.

Altogether, it demands a sophisticated coordination and tuning of each part of our approach, i.e.,
profiling, metrics, clustering and visual design to reach a good trade-off between scalability and applicability
for performance debugging. In this work, we presented a working balance that is open for modification to
other use cases.

7.3 Concurrency bug types

In this work, we concentrated on concurrency bug types such as data races, race conditions and synchro-
nization granularity issues. All of them have in common that they are non-blocking. Another infamous type
of concurrency bugs are resource and communication deadlocks. In classical deadlocks, for instance dining
philosophers, all involved threads will be blocked at a certain program point. Those are not directly visible
in our approach because we omit data of blocked threads in favor of actively running threads. In experiments
where we included all waiting and blocked threads in the clustering metric, we did not detect any visual
anomalies in any of the examples we have examined so far. Therefore, at this stage, deadlocks are out of
scope of our approach.

7.4 Formative usability test

The usability test helped to identify usability problems and to find opportunities to improve our tool. While
two participants are likely to uncover some of the most frequent issues, they will not necessarily find the
most severe issues. We did not measure participant performance in terms of time and accuracy, nor did we
compare the debugging process with our tool to a baseline that would allow any conclusion about the
efficiency of our approach. Nevertheless, the participants used both the tool with and without the
ThreadRadars.

Moreover, we conducted the experiments on source code that is unknown to the participants which
stands in contrast to our assumption that the person debugging the code already has a deep understanding of
it (see Sect. 2). Thus, the participants had to read code in order to understand its static structure as well as its
dynamic behavior. In the group interview, participant B stated that his or her primary task was to read and
understand the source code before focusing on the bug. Participant B planned to use the ThreadRadars and

Fig. 13 ThreadRadar with a cluster sector angle that has become too small
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tool features afterwards, but while familiarizing with the code he or she found the bug and a possible fix and
thus did not investigate the ThreadRadars (Observation O1). Therefore, letting participants use our tool to
inspect their own software in a usability test would be more realistic and time efficient because it would
exclude the code reading and understanding process from the investigations and prevent from accidentally
solving the task without the ThreadRadars. However, it places an additional constraint on the selection of
candidates for a study: Participants must have their own concurrent Java programs that, in the best case, also
contain a concurrency bug that can be investigated using our approach.

For the ThreadRadar approach, it is important to investigate how experts in the field, i.e., con-
currency debugging, perform with and assess our tool compared to a state of the art tool. On the other hand,
it could be promising to involve novices to investigate whether our approach lowers the barriers to enter,
explore and understand the complex and unfamiliar task of concurrency debugging. We conducted the
usability test with two computer science PhD students both of whom indicated that they were not experts in
the field of concurrency debugging but were not completely inexperienced with it.

Altogether, the investigations we conducted are only formative in nature and test whether computer
scientists are able to use the tool implementing the ThreadRadar approach. However, parts of the design of
our usability test can serve as a basis for summative evaluations.

8 Related work

To discuss related work, we grouped it with respect to four different aspects: visualization in source-code
editors, visualization of concurrency, tools for concurrency debugging.

8.1 Visualization in source-code editors

In their systematic mapping study on the visual augmentation of source-code editors Sulı́r et al. (2018)
found, that only few work exists which augments source code with data from dynamic analyses, such as
profiling. For instance, Beck et al. (2013) introduced in situ visualizations for runtime-consumption data on
the level of methods. While their methodology is applicable for single threaded programs and integrated into
the Eclipse IDE, we implemented a similar approach for IntelliJ IDEA providing more levels of abstraction
and in particular, we aimed at concurrent programs. Cito et al. (2018) integrated runtime-performance traces
into the source-code editor by highlighting source-code elements, such as method calls and loops. While
they also provide tooltips to retrieve details on demand, their approach neither utilizes further visualizations
nor delivers insights on concurrency. Senseo extends the IDE with interactive views and in situ visual-
izations presenting various dynamic performance metrics (Röthlisberger et al. 2012). Albeit their tool
facilitates performance-optimization tasks, no concurrency data is considered. Alcocer et al. (2019) intro-
duce a radial sparkline visualization called Spark Circle integrated in commit graphs to visualize memory
and execution time changes across different versions of the source code. While their focus lies on perfor-
mance changes related to the evolution of the software system, we focus on concrete debugging of con-
currency bugs.

8.2 Visualization of concurrency

There are many approaches to visualize concurrency based on program execution traces. Karran et al.
(2013) introduce SyncTrace, a visualization technique combining multiple variants of icicle plots, edge
bundling and various interaction possibilities for the analysis of dependencies between threads. UML-based
diagrams, in particular UML-sequence diagrams have been employed for visualization of concur-
rency (Artho et al. 2007; Mehner 2005). Both, the tool ThreadCity (Hahn et al. 2015) as well as Syn-
chroViz (Waller et al. 2013) use a specialized city metaphor to visualize the static structure of a software
system and combine it with a traffic metaphor to outline thread activities. While SynchroViz focuses on
synchronization concepts, ThreadCity works with function calls and makes use of pie charts to aggregate
thread data. They group threads into three static categories (incoming, internal and outgoing calls). Fur-
thermore, Röthlisberger et al. (2009) utilize clustering to map continuous distributions of dynamic metric
values to a discrete six-valued scale. We similarly compute three thread clusters based on relative runtime
consumption. Most approaches focus on data of inter-thread correspondence, such as caller/callee relation,
blocking and synchronization. Furthermore, Isaacs et al. (2014) cluster processes according to logical time
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and time-based metrics such as lateness to represent a large number of processes. In contrast to that, we take
advantage of the relative runtime consumption of threads aggregated for source-code artifacts.

8.3 Concurrency debugging

Many visualization tools were proposed to support the debugging of concurrent software such as
TIE (Maheswara et al. 2010), CHESS (Musuvathi and Qadeer 2006), JIVE and JOVE (Reiss and Renieris
2005) and DyView (Reiss and Karumuri 2010). All of them make use of separate views, while we directly
embed our visualizations into the source code. We only utilize additional views for overview and details on
demand.

Many other tools in the context of concurrency debugging focus on automated concurrency-bug
detection instead of code comprehension (Savage et al. 1997; Flanagan and Freund 2010; Marino et al.
2009; Erickson et al. 2010). For instance, the tool FALCON (Park et al. 2010) applies a dynamic technique
to identify faulty data access patterns in multi-threaded programs. While these tools localize the defects in
the source code, our approach focuses on emphasizing the symptoms they yield at runtime.

9 Conclusion

We presented our concurrency debugging approach which especially consists of augmenting the source code
with a glyph-based visualizations representing thread information in the source-code editor of IntelliJ IDEA.
While similar approaches focus on the visualization of pure runtime consumption, we foster the awareness
of source code being executed concurrently by different threads. Although we developed the visualization
for the Java language in the first place, our approach is certainly applicable to other programming languages
which make use of similar syntactical elements and programming-language concepts. Similarly, while the
ThreadRadar shows distributions of runtime data, the visualization approach including the clustering could
be applied to other profiling data like memory usage or energy consumption as well as other profiling
approaches and metrics.

In a demonstration study, we applied our tool to analyze and fix three bugs, in particular two
different non-deadlock concurrency bugs and a performance bug. With that, we showcased and discussed
the usefulness of the ThreadRadar for program-comprehension tasks in the context of debugging. Through a
usability test we gained first formative results for our tool, as well as first evidence that our approach can
support the concurrency debugging process. Subsequently, we outlined limitations of various aspects of our
approach as well as of the usability test.

Thus, future work includes scalability, other types of bugs, programming languages, and perfor-
mance metrics in particular, leveraging also waiting and blocking time of threads.
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Appendix A Truncated Java code of Bug 1

Listing 1: Truncated Java code of Bug 1. The full Java code is available in thesupplemental material
(Moseler et al., 2022).
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